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Once a fish and a frog laid their eggs in the same pond. The eggs were exactly the
same in size, shape and colour.



Before long the eggs hatched and some baby fish and baby frogs came out.
Gradually they grew up. The baby fish and the baby frogs thought they were
brothers and sisters and soon became friends.



They began playing, eating and having fun together.



A few days later, tiny tails emerged from the backsides of the baby fish and baby
frogs. Each tail was long and thin.





A few months later the tail of each fish became long and broad while the tail of
each baby frog disappeared completely!







Now the baby frogs and the baby fish were no longer babies. They had started
looking completely different from each other.



The frogs and fish were surprised to see the changes.

Then the frogs developed two pairs of tiny legs!



Though the frogs and fish started looking very different,
they continued to remain the best of friends.



One day the frogs told their fish friends, “We are
special, you see! While you can live in water, we
can live on land as well as in water!”





The frogs jumped on land and looked behind with pride. The fish were surprised
to see this skill.

Just then, the fish looked up to spot a snake. It was hiding in the weeds and ready
to spring.

“Come back friends, there is a snake behind you,” the fish warned the frogs.

Startled, the frogs jumped back into water in an instant! They thanked the fish for
saving their lives.

Thereafter, the bond between the frogs and fish became stronger.

They became the best of friends forever!
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